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DATA
SECURITY
GUARD YOUR MINISTRY AGAINST
DIGITAL RISKS

Recently, a church accountant from Wisconsin opened his email
inbox to find a request from his pastor, asking him to send money
via wire transfer. The email looked legitimate, but he sensed that
something was amiss.
“I thought the email was a little strange, but it definitely looked like it came from
our senior pastor,” says Dennis Yunk, accountant at Community Church in Fond
du Lac, Wisconsin. “I emailed back with a few questions and things just didn’t
add up.” Investigating further, Yunk talked directly with his pastor, who confirmed
that he hadn’t sent the request.
As it turned out, the emails were part of a phishing scam. In these increasingly
common schemes, thieves send emails that appear to be authentic, trying to
trick recipients into giving away money or sensitive data like home addresses
and Social Security numbers.

Data Security (continued)
“Phishing emails have gotten much more sophisticated,”
says Ryan Tufo, network engineer at Brotherhood Mutual.
“They can be difficult to spot, even for tech-savvy people.”
Phishing scams and data breaches can have serious
consequences. In addition to investigations that can cost
tens of thousands of dollars, losses often extend beyond
money. A breach also could result in identity theft, legal
issues, and a tarnished reputation.
To help shield ministry data, consider taking these three
steps: train employees to recognize and avoid scams, have
a qualified information technology consultant on call, and
create a data breach response plan.

Spotting and Avoiding Scams
Scams have come a long way from the days of “foreign
princes” promising money if you provide them with your
bank account number. Today, fraudsters research their
potential victims to make their requests appear more
authentic.
“When someone requests help, the natural response is to
help them,” Tufo says. “Many of these scammers pretend to
be someone you know, and they try to use your helpfulness
against you.”
Here are a few telltale signs that an email may warrant
extra scrutiny:
• Requests for sensitive information. Legitimate
organizations generally don’t ask for sensitive

In 2014, 60 percent of all
targeted cyber attacks struck
small- and medium-sized
organizations.
—Symantec 2015 Internet Security
Threat Report1
information, like Social Security numbers or bank
account information, to be submitted by email. When in
doubt, call the sender or visit its website, using contact
information you already know to be genuine. Do not
enter information if you don’t know why you are being
asked for it.
• Misspellings in the sender’s email address. Thieves
may use an email address that looks deceptively
similar to a trusted address. For example, if a pastor’s
email address is pastorjones@firstchurch.org, a hacker
may send requests for sensitive information using
pastorjones@firztchurch.org. If an email doesn’t look
right, check the spelling of the sender’s address. Or,
ask the sender about the email in person. If the request
is authentic, you may want to propose a more secure
method for sharing the information.
• Links that lead to unfamiliar websites. Hover your
computer’s mouse pointer over the link to reveal the
link’s destination. If the web address looks suspicious,
investigate before clicking the link.
Similar scams can be delivered by phone. Using a technique
known as “pretext calling,” thieves pretend to be someone
else in efforts to gain personal information. For example,
someone may call claiming to work for a trusted vendor,
using details from the church website to convince a church
employee that the caller is authentic. After establishing
trust, the caller may ask for sensitive information such as
a church membership log with addresses, birth dates, and
other data.

Having Help on Call
When your ministry has computer questions, who can you
call for help? A trusted go-to person can be invaluable,
whether the person is a paid staff member, an outside
1

Inspect suspicious emails before clicking on links or responding.
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vendor, or a volunteer with a background in information
technology. Using industry-standard security measures
such as firewalls, antivirus software, and data encryption, a
technology consultant can help thwart many digital threats.
When hiring or appointing technology consultants, consider:
• Job scope. A volunteer
technology team may be
enough to serve a small
church with a few laptops.
A megachurch with dozens
of employees and extensive
technology will likely require
a larger investment. Make
sure the personnel you
deploy can handle the task,
both in numbers
and expertise.
• Technical qualifications. Research the people who will
serve your technology needs. Are they well-meaning
helpers who simply enjoy working with computers,
or are they experienced professionals with official
certifications? Give preference to trustworthy people
who have strong backgrounds in the technology field.
• Responsiveness. When your ministry needs help, you
want someone who will respond right away. Look for
someone who will view your ministry as a priority
client. Also, it’s a good idea to ask a technology
consultant to train all ministry employees and
volunteers to recognize and avoid scams. This training
can help increase data security.
Follow the ministry’s standard background screening
process when appointing a technology consultant or team.
A good screening process includes a written application,
a background check, a reference check, and a personal
interview. If hiring a third-party technology vendor, look
for a company with a good reputation and screening
procedures that are similar to the ones your ministry uses.

Creating a Response Plan

response plan can help lead your ministry to a quick,
structured response, limiting data losses and smoothing
the recovery process. Major points to address in a response
plan include:
• Contacting your insurance agent. If you suspect a
breach has occurred, notify your insurance agent right
away. Many insurers offer cyber
liability coverages that can help
pay for expenses associated
with data breaches. For example,
Brotherhood Mutual offers
Broad Scope Cyber Liability
coverage. Your agent can tell
you what types of coverage
your policy includes, and can
begin gathering information for a
potential insurance claim.
• Investigating possible breaches. Know who your
ministry would call to look into a suspected data
breach. It’s best to leave investigations to a qualified,
third-party technology vendor. If a breach occurred,
the investigators can begin taking steps to resolve the
situation.
• Working with an attorney. Once a breach is confirmed,
it’s best to contact a locally licensed attorney. An
attorney can help the ministry understand and carry out
its legal responsibilities, which may include notifying
those affected by the breach and offering creditmonitoring services.
Have an attorney review your data breach response plan
before putting it into practice. This helps ensure that the
plan fulfills the laws that apply to your ministry.
“Data breach response plans are common in the business
world,” says Aaron Smith, information security program
architect at Brotherhood Mutual. “A good plan improves the
organization’s ability to respond when a breach occurs.”
By adding strong security measures and training workers
to avoid phishing hooks, your ministry can increase the
likelihood of avoiding a data breach.

If multiple church members report credit card fraud or
ministry computers start behaving strangely, it may be time
to look into a possible data breach. Following an organized
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LEARN TO CATCH THE THIEF IN YOUR INBOX.

Your pastor just sent an email asking you to send money. The request seems out
of the ordinary, but the email looks authentic. What would you do?
Schemes like this are becoming common—and more sophisticated. It can be difficult to
discern between legitimate requests and scams. Access a free webinar on how to protect
your ministry’s money and data from digital threats. No signup required.

cyberwebinar.brotherhoodmutual.com

Insuring America’s churches and related ministries.® | www.brotherhoodmutual.com | 800.333.3735
Property & Liability Insurance | Commercial Vehicle | Workers’ Compensation | Mission Travel Insurance
Copyright 2016 Brotherhood Mutual Insurance Company. All rights reserved. Brotherhood Mutual is licensed in most states.
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VETTING VENDORS
When protecting ministry data, it’s a good idea to ask for
outside help. Third-party vendors have the knowledge
and resources necessary to securely process electronic
donations, provide data storage, and more.
Much like when hiring new employees, it’s crucial to screen
vendors before trusting them to work with your ministry.
To help ensure you select a reputable partner, look for
reviews, check references, and look into the vendor’s data
security measures.

Look for reviews
Start by seeking out information about the vendor from the
Better Business Bureau and other trusted sources. Look to
answer these questions:
• What is this vendor’s rating and history of complaints?
• How long has this person or company been in business?
• Is the vendor financially stable?

Ask for referrals
It’s easy to get excited about a company’s offerings during
a sales pitch. But there can be a gap between what sales
materials promise and what a company can deliver. To get a
better sense of what you’re signing up for, it’s important to
have firsthand conversations with the vendor’s customers.
Many vendors will provide a list of customers who are likely
to give the company a glowing recommendation. They
may be worth calling, nonetheless. Customers may offer
honest opinions on the company’s dependability, customer
service, and their overall satisfaction with the vendor. Ask
your vendor for a list of references, and contact at least
two of them. Accept only references from companies with
a verifiable mailing address and telephone number. Ideally,
you can call and speak with a receptionist before talking
with the actual reference person.

When contacting references, consider asking:
• Has this vendor worked with ministries of similar size
and characteristics?
• Is this vendor familiar with projects of the same
complexity and scope?
• What do customers say about their experience with
the vendor?
• What’s this vendor’s reputation for quality?
• How responsive is this vendor’s customer service
department when you have a question or problem?
• Is the vendor’s customer service staff knowledgeable,
helpful, and friendly?

Check security measures
Ask vendors about their data security procedures. A
secure partner will use industry-standard encryption,
which protects information from online thieves. Vendors
that handle financial transactions also should comply with
PCI Data Security Standards, a set of guidelines that help
keep financial information secure on the internet.

It’s also good to find “unofficial” references. You might be
able to find other customers by looking on the vendor’s
website or by talking with colleagues from other ministries
in your region.
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Looking for more information?
Read the article, Avoiding One-Sided Contracts, in
the Safety Library at BrotherhoodMutual.com.
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MINISTRY WITHOUT WIRES
HOW TO LIMIT RISK WHILE PROVIDING WI-FI
Free Wi-Fi has become commonplace in many venues,
from coffee shops and bookstores to auto repair shops and
laundromats. Many churches offer the same service.
While internet access provides many benefits to its users, it
also carries risk. For example:
• An unsecured network could provide access to
important financial or personal files.
• Users might illegally download music and videos.
• People from the community could park outside the
church and use its free Wi-Fi to download immoral or
illegal content.
In each of these situations, the church could be held
accountable for what has happened on its network.
To safely provide free Wi-Fi, consider protecting
administrative computers, requiring passwords, and
preventing illegal internet usage on your network.

Protect Admin Computers

Develop an Internet Usage Policy
You or your church could be held legally responsible or liable
for what others do while using your free wireless internet
connection. It’s important to prevent members of the
church and community from using the church’s internet
connection illegally.
One way to help prevent illegal internet usage is to require
all visitors to agree to an Internet Usage Policy before using
church Wi-Fi. Key terms in the policy could include:

Administrative computers often contain confidential
information, like bank account numbers or information
from counseling sessions. In the wrong hands, personally
identifiable information can be used to steal the identities
of the people who participate in your ministry.

• Prohibiting activities such as online bullying and
harassment, accessing obscene or offensive content,
online gambling, illegally downloading copyrighted
content, and other actions that are not consistent with
the Bible-based beliefs of the ministry.

To help protect the church’s administrative computers and
data, create a Wi-Fi network for guests that is separate
from the network used by staff members. The guest
network should only have access to the internet.

• Requiring an age minimum and parental supervision
of minors. A contract or agreement that is signed
by someone under the age of 18 is generally
not enforceable.

Use Password Protection

• Requiring visitors to use updated anti-virus software.

A strong password makes for a safer network. Consider
creating a password for the Wi-Fi network that you offer to
churchgoers. Having a password can help prevent people
from accessing your Wi-Fi while they loiter nearby.

• Advising visitors to avoid sharing personal and
sensitive information, such as credit card numbers,
over the network.

One way to keep the free wireless connection particularly
secure is to change the password regularly. Some churches
do this by announcing the new password each Sunday
morning, and making it correlate with the sermon.
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• A “hold-harmless” clause that notifies the user that
the church is not responsible for damage to the user’s
electronic devices or software, or the loss or theft of
personal information. Use of the wireless network is at
the user’s own risk.
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• An “indemnification” clause that requires the user to
reimburse the ministry for any damage to the ministry’s
computer system or network. This clause also should
cover any damage to the computers of others that
results from the individual’s use of the ministry’s
wireless network.
To put your internet usage policy into action, ask users
to agree to follow the policy before allowing them to use
church Wi-Fi. You could obtain agreements by:
1. Asking users to sign a paper agreement before giving
them the Wi-Fi password.
2. Setting up a landing page that automatically appears
when users connect to the Wi-Fi network. The landing
page can display your internet usage policy and ask
the user to accept by checking a box before allowing
them to access other websites. Or, the page could
clearly state that by using church Wi-Fi, users verify

that they have read, understood, and agreed to follow
the internet usage policy. Instructions for setting up
and personalizing landing pages can be found online,
or you may want to ask a trusted, qualified information
technology vendor to set up the page.

Use a Content Filter
A content filter is another measure that can help regulate
what can be accessed through the ministry’s internet
connection. OpenDNS, or similar software, can protect you
and your ministry from liability by blocking websites that
you don’t want people visiting while on the church’s Wi-Fi.
With preventive measures put in place, the growing trend
of offering free Wi-Fi at church can continue to energize
ministries. There’s no limit to the number of ways churches
can use wireless internet and handheld devices to spread
the gospel message through their city, their country, and
the world.

PROTECTING PRECIOUS CARGO
When ministries store sensitive data, they become responsible for protecting the information against data breaches.
Here are three common records to guard especially closely:
• TAX FORMS. Many tax forms include Social Security numbers, birthdates, home addresses, and other sensitive
information. Outside vendors that specialize in payroll and payroll tax filing services, such as MinistryWorks by
Brotherhood Mutual, follow data security procedures that help protect this information.
• EMPLOYMENT RECORDS. Job applications, background screening results, and other records contain large amounts
of private information. Keep paper copies in a secure location and consider protecting electronic copies with
passwords and encryption.
• BANKING INFORMATION. Electronic tithing has become a popular option, but donors’ banking information
is needed to process transactions. To avoid storing members’ banking information on ministry computers, many
ministries have hired secure vendors to handle electronic donations.
• MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORIES. A list of members and their addresses could be used to steal identities—or tell
thieves which houses are likely to be empty on Sunday mornings. Only give membership directories to those who
need them, and do not leave directories in unsecured areas.
This is not an exhaustive list. Work with a trusted information technology vendor and a locally licensed attorney to
help ensure your ministry takes appropriate measures to safeguard data.
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